U.S. President John F. Kennedy was assassinated while riding in an open motorcade by a sniper in Dallas, Texas on 22 November 1963. A civilian bystander, Mr. Abraham
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the President from a perfect elevated vantage point [1, p. 11] . Shortly after he began filming, he was startled to hear a gunshot, and seeing the President raise his arms, he first thought that the President was morbidly play-acting being shot [2, p. 571 ].
Mr. Zapruder kept filming while another shot rang out, this one fatally wounding the President in the head. Zapruder would thus both inadvertently and fortuitously record the entire ≈8 second sequence of tragic events on film.
The film was initially withheld from the public (given the disturbing graphic violent content), but it was utilized as evidence by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) as well as a Presidential Commission established by Executive Order by President Lyndon B. Johnson and headed up by Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren (thus informally known as the "Warren Commission"). The bipartisan Warren Commission (or WC for short) was necessitated after the primary (and only) suspect in the crime, a local man named Lee Oswald, was himself murdered two days later by a local vigilante named Jack Ruby. Based on its investigation, the WC would determine in 1964 from the available evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald was the lone assassin, firing three shots from the sixth-floor southeast (SE) window of the Texas School Book Depository (TSBD) building. The Commission considered the question of a conspiracy, but ultimately found no compelling evidence of one [3, p. 374 ]. Three additional independent U.S. federal government investigations would affirm the WC's basic findings [4, pp. 369-381] , [5, pp. 50-58] , along with other nongovernment investigations. In spite of the overwhelming physical and circumstantial evidence presented in these investigations, 1 conspiracy conjectures have proliferated in the decades since [4, 5, 6] , some out of genuine inquiry concerning a plethora of apparent irregularities in the investigation [7] and "oddities" in the Commission's findings.
Among these oddities were counterintuitive behaviors and anomalies perceived by WC "skeptics" within the now-famous "Zapruder Film." However, it was not until a bootleg copy of the film was aired on national television (ABC's Goodnight 1 In fact, more than 50 separate pieces of evidence implicate Lee Oswald [4, pp. 952-969] . America, hosted by Geraldo Rivera) in March 1975, that a stir was created among the mainstream American public [4, p. 371] , [1, pp. 69, 261] . The stir it created is not surprising, given the sequence of events depicted in it, namely the graphic violence, especially the depiction of a fatal wound to the head caused by a highpowered military rifle bullet, something that ordinary citizens would not have had an inkling about in that era. But in particular, the hosts of the program (including Rivera) were adamant about bringing attention to the President's "back and to the left" movement immediately after being shot, making an unjustified claim that this was "consistent with a shot from the front" (which echoed the assertions of early WC skeptics [8, 9] ), in defiance of the other far more definitive evidence that had been made available to the public in the WC Report. Responding to such claims, the illustrious Nobel-prize winning physicist Luis W. Alvarez would shortly thereafter publish his own analysis of the Zapruder Film [10] . Prof. Alvarez examined a number of different questions being posed at the time, including the number of shots (based on jiggle analysis), the shutter speed of the camera, and the President's reaction to the fatal shot. On the latter question, he concluded that the puzzling backward lurch was the result of a recoil effect (commonly referred to as "the jet effect"); this conclusion has been backed up by subsequent independent experimental studies [11, 12, 13 ].
In the current paper, the physics surrounding the shot that struck President Kennedy in the head (near-instantly killing him) will be examined in considerably more detail. 
Theory/calculation

Direct impulse effect of projectile-target collision
In the Zapruder Film President Kennedy is seen to react to three separate gunshots, the first missing him and the limo [4, 6, 16, 17] , the next two hitting him with increasing accuracy. Further discussion of the first two shots is beyond the scope of this paper other than to note that all three gunshots had associated 1-2 frame anomalous movements, and a outward impulse is observed on the jacket lapel of Texas Governor John Connally (who had accompanied President and Mrs. Kennedy in the motorcade and was collaterally wounded in chest) at the same time the President begins showing signs of being injured [6, 7, 12] , but no other discernable impulses are otherwise seen on either of the two men (prior to the third shot). Figure 2 shows the two Zapruder Film frames that captured the fatal shot, namely Z312 (the moment just before impact) and Z313 (the moment just following impact). In Z313 the catastrophic effect of the energy deposit from a supersonic projectile passing through a human head is clearly evident. However, while it is not immediately noticeable at this scale (and not detectable while viewed in motion at normal speed), a careful comparison between the two frames also reveals that President Kennedy's head snaps forward from Z312 to Z313 [9, pp. 87-89] observation-early researchers with access to the still frames first noticed this in the mid-to-late 1960s. Notable among these is author Josiah Thompson, who estimated the position of the President's head relative to two fixed objects on the rear of the limousine, the results of which are plotted in his book Six Seconds in Dallas (1967) [9, p. 91] that will be returned to in Section 2.2. However, for the moment it should be noted that this motion amounts to an anomalous forward impulse on the order of several centimeters over the time interval of one Zapruder frame (≈0.055 s) at the moment of impact (an impulse comparable to Connally's "lapel flap"). It is also crucial to note that this anomalous forward impulse at Z313 is only observed on Kennedy's head-it is not observed on any of the other limo occupants (with reference to dotted lines , and ), nor is it even observed on Kennedy's own torso (line ), wherein lies his body's center-of-mass (CM). This implies that an isolated real force acted directly (and solely) upon the President's head just prior to Z313; the only plausible source for this instantaneous, isolated forcing mechanism is manifestly and unequivocally the projectile impact. Therefore, what follows in Sections 2.1.1-2.1.4 is an examination of the relevant dynamics involved in the direct interaction [18] of a high-speed projectile with a human head.
Model
The interaction of a firearm projectile passing through a human body target constitutes an inelastic collision, that is, one where the kinetic energy (KE) of the two-body bullet-target system is not conserved (e.g., in the case of a ballistic pendulum). This concept will be returned to in Section 2.2, but it is noted here that such an interaction nevertheless may not be perfectly inelastic, because the bullet mass passes rapidly through the target rather than merging with it (at least in the case of a high powered military rifle). Because such collisions are neither elastic nor perfectly inelastic, the physical description of the interaction can be more complicated.
Nevertheless, assuming in the case under consideration that the projectile collision occurred near the center of the target (thus not imparting torque), it is possible to consider the interaction in terms of a linear impulse, , which in one dimension for the CM frame is given as [e.g., 19, p. 211]
where is time, is the scalar force along the direction of the projectile (bullet) motion, ≡ + is the combined mass of the system ( and being the projectile and target masses, respectively), and Δ is the finite change in velocity of the CM. In this case one may assume that ≪ for simplicity; thus ≈ (i.e., the mass of the human head). Equation (1) 
where 1 , 2 , 3 are the times at which the bullet exits each medium relative to the entrance time at 0 . From Eq. (2) it is seen that the problem may be treated by considering separately the collisions of the projectile with a rigid, inelastic skull (both entrance and exit) along with the passage through brain tissue (which may be considered a visco-elastic fluid). It is noted that the projectile was fired from the TSBD on a small downward trajectory (≈16 • elevation angle) [21, p. 34] , and there was a slight downward inclination of Elm Street (≈3 • or 5% grade) [21, p. 55] , with the President's head tilted at a comparable angle slightly down and to his left.
Skull impacts
Attention is first given to the terms involving passage through bone, namely the first and last terms on the right side of Eq. (2). Sturdivan and Bexon [20] derived a model describing the probability of penetration of human skulls by high-speed projectiles (viz., bullets) for military applications based on the empirical observation that such projectiles "punch out" a conical section of skull, a phenomenon known as the beveling or cratering effect [12, 16, 22] . The cratering effect arises from the crosssectional anatomy of the human skull bone, which consists of inner and outer layers (called "tables" or "laminae") of hard cortical bone surrounding an internal layer of less-dense "spongy" trabecular (or "cancellous") bone [20, 23, 24] . As explained by Sturdivan [16, 20] , when a high-speed projectile impacts the head and penetrates the skull, it first perforates a hole in the outer table of approximately the same diameter of its own presented area. However, as the bullet breaks through into the inner, less-dense trabecular layer, the area expands roughly in a cone shape until it finally breaks out a wider hole through the inner table. It is this cratering process that assists forensic pathologists in establishing skull entrance or exit wounds [22, 25] , thus facilitating the determination of the direction of the bullet's passage relative to the body and the direction of origin of the shot.
Building upon the skull-cratering model described above [20] , the impulse force is modeled in the current paper by assuming a perfectly inelastic collision [26, pp. 59-60, 150] between the projectile (Body 1) and the conical section (or "bone plug") it breaks loose from the skull (Body 2). The interaction of the two bodies during collision according to Newton's Second and Third Laws is given by
where 1 and 2 are the masses of the bullet ( ) and bone plug, respectively, and denotes the initial force required to break the conical section loose from the skull, noting that Eq. (4) implicitly assumes | | ≤ | | = 1̈. can be estimated from
where is the presented area of the projectile and is the ultimate strength 3 of the bone [29, 30, 31] , here specifically the cortical table first impacted by the projectile. Solution of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) (3) and (4) 
The impulse caused by the force of the bone breakage, , is calculated as
where  is the absolute shortening of bone at failure (occurring when the compressive ultimate strength is surpassed).  may be estimated from the relative shortening (or engineering strain) at bone failure, , defined as [28]  ≡   ,
where  is the bone thickness. Values of both and  for cortical bone have been variously experimentally determined in the literature which will be returned to in Section 2.1.3.
Combining Eqs. (6) and (7) and solving for yields the reduced velocity of the bullet (and merged bone plug) after punching through the skull
Finally, substituting Eq. (10) into either (6) or (7) and solving for , one arrives at the expression for the impulse imposed by the bullet upon the skull during passage 3 Also variously called the fracture [27] or breaking strengths [28] in the literature. 4 In actuality, the "conical section" may break apart into separate pieces [16, p. 196 ], but it is assumed here that they initially hold-together such that they are uniformly accelerated during the collision. 
Equations (11) and (8) form the basis for calculating the first and third terms of Eq. (2).
The mass of the dislodged bone plug is given by 2 =  , where is the density of skull bone and  is the volume of the crater, which is modeled to be a conical frustum [20] and thus given by [32, p. 401 ]
where 0 and are the radii of the crater entrance and exit holes, respectively, with the latter given by [20] = 0 +  tan( ) ,
being the half-angle of the truncated cone, which is nominally taken to be ≈ 30 • [20] .
Note that if | | ≈ | | (i.e., the force of the projectile collision is close to the bone ultimate strength), it is easily shown that (10) and (11) respectively reduce to = 2 (i.e., the bone plug is not moved beyond its initial speed before impact) and | | = 1 ( 1 − 2 ) ≡ 1 , where 1 is the momentum of the projectile. In this case, the collision would then be a perfectly inelastic collision, and the total incoming momentum of the projectile 1 would be completely transferred to the skull and head. According to the above model, a projectile impulse will surpass the bone's ultimate strength and thus fracture the bone (although not necessarily perforating it) when − ≥ 0, that is
where can be estimated from Eq. (8); collision thresholds for bone fracture, given various projectile and bone parameters (i.e., projectile mass or speed, 1 or 1 , given target parameters 2 , 2 and ), may thus be estimated by finding the corresponding zeros of Eq. (14) .
Soft tissue passage (skull cavity)
Using dimensional analysis, Sturdivan [33] derived a drag law for the passage of a spherical projectile through tissue as a combination of an inertial term and a viscous (friction) term
where is the interaction drag force, is the inertial drag coefficient, is the viscous drag coefficient, is the viscosity of tissue (in g∕cm 2 ), is the thickness of the viscous boundary layer, is the tissue density, and is the cross-sectional area presented by the projectile. A more recent drag-law equation valid for a full range of projectile speeds (0-2000 m∕s) has been advanced by Peters [34] and features a tissue-strength term in place of a viscous term = inertial term
where ( ) is a velocity-dependent drag coefficient and is the "rupture modulus"
of the target medium defined as
where is the "characteristic velocity" of the tissue in question defined by [ 
where 0 is the initial velocity and is the tissue penetration depth. Similarly, for Eq. (16), given projectile impact speeds below 0.7 times the speed of sound in the target medium (i.e., ≲ 1100 m∕s, this being the case for the Carcano bullet), is taken to be constant and (16) is solved as [34] ( ) = 0
where is a "reference drag coefficient" and is a projectile nose-shape parameter that ranges between ≈1.2-1.9.
Equations (17) and (18) were both obtained assuming a constant presented area over the projectile's trajectory through the medium, . However, it is known in practice that a high-speed projectile will undergo deformation from collisions with bone [14, 16, 36, 37, 38] , as well as during subsequent passage through soft tissue [16, 38] . This was certainly the case for the Kennedy assassination, as evidenced by the badly deformed bullet fragments recovered from the limousine and autopsy, and will be addressed further in Section 2.1.3. 
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Projectile retardation in air
For the bullet velocity at impact, 1 , the retardation of the projectile through the intervening atmosphere must be taken into account. For simplicity this may be taken to be the experimentally measured mean value 1 ≈ 557 m∕s (55,700 cm∕s) [16] . However, to corroborate the measured value, and to facilitate application of the model to an arbitrary source (sniper) location and projectile, the theoretical modeling study in this paper is extended here to include calculations accounting for the projectile passage through the ambient atmosphere of the crime scene.
The bullet impact velocity at the target location may be estimated theoretically by accounting for aerodynamic drag. The one-dimensional aerodynamic drag force is given by [e.g., 16 , 19]
where ≡̇is the speed of the projectile, is the presented area of the projectile, is the mean density of the ambient air, and is the aerodynamic drag coefficient. The equation of motion for the projectile may thus be written as
where is the projectile mass. Assuming , and are constants along the projectile path, ODE (20) is easily solved for as a function of distance traveled, , by separating variables and integrating
where 0 is the initial speed of the projectile at = 0, in this case the Carcano bullet muzzle velocity.
Values for the crime scene parameters may be found in the literature [16, p. 267 ], namely = 81 m (8100 cm), and for the Carcano rifle bullet (used in the assassination), 0 ≈ 658 m∕s (65,800 cm∕s) and ≈ 10.5 g. Although varies with the Mach and Reynolds numbers (Ma and Re, respectively) [16, 39, 40] , for the projectile shape (assumed to be spherical) and speed (658 m∕s) under consideration, Ma ≈ 1.9 ∧ Re ≈ 2.9 × 10 5 , and thus ≈ 1.0 [16, 39] .
Although the influence of departures of the ambient atmospheric temperature, humidity and wind from a mean state are small [41] , the projectile's KE is proportional to the square of its speed. Thus, given the availability of atmospheric surface data, the ambient air density, , may be explicitly calculated from the formula [42, p. 52] where is the water vapor pressure, which may be calculated from using published parametric formulas [44] . ‡ In meteorological convention, wind directions are measured clockwise from true north; thus, 0 • , 90 • , 180 • and 270 • represent winds from the north, east, south and west, respectively.
where is the gas constant for dry air, is the atmospheric pressure (conventionally reported in hPa), and is the virtual temperature, defined as the dry air equivalent temperature pertaining to the density of moist air at the same pressure [43, p. 7] .
is calculated as [42, p. 72]
where is the air temperature (K) and is the water vapor mass mixing ratio Windspeed and direction were included in Table 1 because they factor into the aerodynamic drag calculations (19) and (21) by altering the bullet velocity relative to the fluid. From these, the mean windspeed and direction are calculated to be ̄= 7.75 m∕s (775 cm∕s) and ̄= 270.5 • , respectively. It can be seen that winds were out of the west, which was obliquely against the direction of the bullet trajectory, 5 thus 5 Although beyond the scope of this paper, it should be noted that the prevailing westerly winds that day (with 7-9 m∕s sustained wind speeds) would also factor into the dispersal of the spray (i.e., the "splatter pattern") from President Kennedy's head wound, whereby a motorcycle police officer to the left-rear (i.e., due east) of the limo (who is visible in the Zapruder Film, Figure 2 ) was hit by some of the splatter, in spite of the fact that the spray's CM was otherwise dispersed forward and upward. increasing the relative speed and drag. Thus, taking into account the mean headwind, the relative speed of the bullet through the fluid (air) may be estimated as ′ 0 = 0 + cos( ), where is the relative azimuth angle of the wind direction with respect to the bullet trajectory, which can be visually estimated from Figure 1 to be ≈ 60 • . Substituting into Eq. (21) and subtracting the relative wind leaves the reduced bullet speed relative to the ground at impact
which is calculated to be ( ) ≈ 558 m∕s (55,800 cm∕s), this independently being within 0.2% of the mean measured value of 557 m∕s (55,700 cm∕s) used for impulse calculations in Section 2.1.3.
Calculation
The known parameters from the assassination crime scene may now be applied to the equations derived above. Throughout this paper centimeter-gram-second (CGS) units are used unless otherwise noted. Table 2 summarizes the values used for the parameters (along with their sources) for performing impulse force calculations.
For the skull passage Eqs. (10) and (11), values are required for 1 (bullet velocity at impact), 2 (target velocity at impact), 1 (bullet mass), 2 (bone plug mass), along with bone impulse force , which is calculated from Eqs. (5) and (8) . The latter calculation requires values for the bullet presented area, , along with the ultimate strength of skull cortical bone, , and associated engineering strain, .
Values for these parameters may be found in Table 2 . For the masses, 1 ≈ 10.5 g and 2 is calculated based upon (12) and (13) . For the target velocity, 2 , the speed of the limousine around the time of impact was estimated by Alvarez [10] to be ≈8 mph (≈3.6 m∕s or 360 cm∕s), but there was a rapid deceleration of the limo evident (possibly even braking) [e.g., 5, 6], so it is possible the limo speed was slower than this at the precise moment of impact. Thus, given 2 ≪ 1 , one may assume 2 ≈ 0 for simplicity. The presented areas of the projectile may be estimated from its diameters at skull entrance and exit. Because the Carcano bullet is extremely stable during normal flight through air, the entrance diameter 0 is simply the crosssectional diameter of an unfired bullet, which is known to be 0.67 cm. However, an effective exit diameter is assumed based upon the exit wound diameter described in the Autopsy Report found in Warren Commission Exhibit 387 (CE387), namely "a roughly circular wound presumably of exit which exhibits beveling of the outer aspect of the bone and is estimated to measure approximately 2.5 to 3.0 cm in diameter" [3, p. 541]. Although the bullet was broken into at least three fragments [38] , it is assumed that the autopsy measurements nevertheless provide an objective best-estimate of the effective presented area of the projectile on exit [ Table 8 .2], although this is based upon quasistatic strain. However, it was also reported that these values can increase by a factor of ≈3 for higher-strain rates associated with high-speed trauma such as gunshot wounds [31] ; thus, for the case under consideration the ultimate strength will be taken to be ≈ 3 ⋅ 131 × 10 7 dyn∕cm 2 . Finally, the stress-strain curve reported by Keaveny et al. [31] indicates that the engineering strain or relative shortening as defined by Eq. (9) at bone failure (i.e., for stress > ) is approximately 1% [31, Fig. 8 .8].
Soft tissue force calculations may be performed based upon Eqs. (15) and (17 [34] ). The total path of the projectile through the brain tissue is taken to be 11 cm, which corresponds to the U.S. House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) description that "the bullet exited at the right coronal suture at a point 11 centimeters forward of the entry wound" [21, p. 35] . This suggests that the bullet path was slightly shorter than the diameter of the head wound, which was described by the autopsy as "a defect which measures approximately 13 cm in greatest diameter" [3, 22, 25] ; for a thorough description of the head wound, the reader is referred to Lattimer et al. [12] . It is noted that the massive "defect" was not the "exit wound" of the bullet (as is commonly misunderstood), but rather corresponded roughly to the area where the maximum explosive energy was deposited by the bullet during its passage [16, p. 171 ] (more on this in §2.2). As mentioned previously, the equations for velocity retardation assume a constant presented area , and the force equations are dependent upon both and . To account for the change in and from bullet deformation during passage, a finite-difference approximation is utilized whereby the tissue is broken into finite layers of thickness and the computation is iterated through the layers.
For simplicity, layers are defined with thickness ≈ 0.46 cm and boundaries thus located at = 0, 0.46, 0.92, … , 11.0 cm, yielding = 25 boundaries and = 24 layers. Given that most of the bullet deformation occurs initially before rapidly diminishing with decreasing velocity [16, p. 171 ], a simple elliptical growth curve is used to model a continuous increase of from 0 = 2 ( being the inner radius of the bone plug computed from Eq. (13)) to = ⋅ ( ∕2) 2 . Then given and , the drag force through the layers ( , ) may be calculated using either (15) or (16); Figure 3 shows the results for the range of assumed projectile effective exit diameters . Here it is seen that both models yield very comparable results for the case under consideration, both in terms of magnitude and in variation, thereby providing confidence in their application in this work.
The integrated drag-force impulse is calculated via the finite-difference approximation as
Equation (24) forms the basis for calculating the second term of Eq. (2). Note again that the tissue drag force equations were derived assuming spheres [33, 34] , so a spherical projectile is also implicitly assumed here. This approximation conveniently eliminates the need to specify the 2-axis orientation of the bullet during passage (e.g., yawing or tumbling). It is recognized that the projectile is assumed to deform and fragment after the initial collision with the skull (which breaches the copper jacket) [12, 38] to the extent that tumbling may be ignored [14] , and a primary effect of tumbling is simply to increase the presented area of the projectile [49] which is already accounted for in the finite-difference model Eq. (24). elastic soft tissue presents less resistance than rigid bone, the increased presented area caused by the initial bullet-bone collision and subsequent deformation over a much greater path length yields this greater integrated impulse. Figure 4b shows the reduction of the bullet speed during passage, which translates to the power-oftwo loss of KE to the surrounding environment ( Figure 4c ). Here it is seen that the KE transfer from the projectile to the soft tissue (brain) is maximized before the midpoint, which arises primarily from the increased presented area [16, p. 171 ] and the associated rate of deceleration from high initial speeds. This large deposit of energy is propagated away from the projectile path via a separated flow field and pressure wave known as temporary cavitation [14, 15, 16, 34, 36, 37, 49] (discussed more in Section 2.2).
From the above calculations of (skull entry and exit impulses) and (tissue drag impulse), and given an estimate of the target mass (since ≈ ), the change in speed Δ of the combined CM at time 3 (the time of bullet exit) may be readily calculated. However, to the author's knowledge, there simply does not exist a precise measurement of the target mass, namely that of President Kennedy's head (although it may be noted that Kennedy's hat size is reported to have been 7 3 8 , 6 which is an average size for an adult male). Thus, in this work a best estimate for Kennedy's head mass is obtained from a tabulation of published anthropometric datasets compiled by Yoganandan et al. [46, 
The uncertainty estimates correspond to the uncertainty in the estimated target mass. The last row shows values derived from momentum conservation for a total inelastic collision of the projectile with the target (i.e., the bullet does not exit the head), that is Δ = 1 1 ∕ , where 1 and 1 are the speed and mass of the projectile, and is the combined mass of the two-body system. 4700 ± 500 g. From the estimate for ≈ , Δ is then found to be ≈90-105
±10 cm∕s (again, for the range of ).
Zero relative motion was assumed before impact, so to obtain an estimate of the total movement of the head from the previous observed position (viz., Z312), Δ , Δ must be multiplied by the time period over which it moved. Here there is incomplete data, as it is only known that the impact occurred at some point between Z312 and Z313, which spans a total time period of Δ ZF ≡ 1∕ , where ≈ 18.3 s −1 is the Zapruder camera shutter frequency, and thus Δ ZF ≈ 0.055 s. From the projectile velocity calculations (Figure 4b ), the total time for the bullet passage through the head (i.e., ≡ 3 − 0 in Eq. (2)) can be estimated by dividing the distances by the velocities , then summing them up. From this one obtains ≈ 0.0003 s, which is more than two orders of magnitudes smaller than Δ ZF . Thus Δ may be taken to be an "instantaneous" step function, implying that one only needs to multiply it by the time difference between the initial impact (sometime between Z312 and Z313) and the shutter opening at Z313 (assuming constant motion). Because the exact moment between frames Z312-Z313 is unknown, one may simply calculate the variation of Δ over the time interval from the midpoint at steps Δ = Δ ⋅ (0.5 Δ ZF , 0.6 Δ ZF , … , Δ ZF ); the results in imperial units (inches) are given in Table 3 .
Discussion
Given that the estimated observed head snap observed in the Zapruder Film has been reported to be ≈2. For consistency with these earlier publications, the imperial units have been retained here.
2.5-3.0 cm). Note that nearly identical results were obtained using the Sturdivan model [33] for the soft-tissue calculations, albeit slightly larger and thus in slightly better agreement, but are not shown in the interest of brevity. Included for reference in Table 3 are calculations assuming a perfectly inelastic collision of the projectile with the target (i.e., the bullet does not exit). The range in calculated exit velocities (Figure 4b , ≈ 80-150 m∕s or 8000-15,000 cm∕s) are also reasonable (e.g., these speeds correspond to 2.1-3.8 times as fast as an American major league fastball pitch, which would seem sufficient to inflict damage to the limousine windshield on exit, but not enough to break through it). While Haag [38] experimentally observed the highest exit speed of a fragment to reach 320 m∕s, it was noted that other fragments had much lower speeds, and the modeled results in this paper are for the entire combined mass of the projectile plus bone plug fragments.
Note it may also be deduced that the bullet was well airborne at Z312 and the moment of impact probably occurred just after the shutter closed. In fact, the bullet may very to the impulse. Another consideration is that the growth of the projectile presented area, , may have been larger than that estimated using the effective exit diameterthis is quite possible given that the projectile had fragmented (fragments were found in skull cavity during the autopsy) and it would have created secondary missiles [14] from the initial skull collision. Other factors include the assumptions employed in the soft tissue drag formulas, whereby parameters such as the drag coefficient were assumed constant, but more likely varied as the projectile's speed slowed (e.g., the Sturdivan model yielded slightly greater drag). Finally, while uncertainties in parameters were accounted for as much as possible, this could not be done for a handful of them, especially bio-mechanical parameters (e.g., , 6 , , and ).
But all said, the computed magnitudes are found to be physically consistent with (less than) the limiting case of a perfect inelastic collision (i.e., the bullet lodges in the target, transferring all its momentum as in a ballistic pendulum) given in the last row of Table 3 , and there is otherwise remarkable agreement in magnitude between calculation and observation.
Finally, as a "sanity check" on these calculations, the results should not violate conservation of momentum for the system , that is
where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to projectile and target and it is assumed the masses 1 and 2 (given in Table 2 ) have remained constant throughout the interaction (although the bullet and target fragment into multiple particles, their combined mass nevertheless remains constant). The calculated beginning and ending values for 1 are plotted in Figure 4b , and 2 ≈ Δ (which was used for calculating Δ in Table 3 ). The calculated changes in momentum as defined by Eq. (26) are given in Table 4 , where agreement between the change in bullet and target momentums are roughly within 0.5-0.7% (target momentum gains slightly less than bullet losses), thereby confirming to first order that the force calculations above have not violated momentum conservation. Additionally, the small deficits in the target momentum gains are consistent with the consideration that the impulse calculations may have slightly underestimated the observed head snap.
Indirect effects of projectile-target interaction
The phrase "back and to the left" was used in the blockbuster Oliver Stone film JFK (1991), whereby the film's Jim Garrison character (the controversial New Orleans District Attorney) played by Kevin Costner repeats this line as a mantra in a climax courtroom scene while the audience is treated to a loop of the gruesome real-world Zapruder Film on the big screen, interspersed with mysterious gunmen on the Grassy Knoll as "cinematic license." It is not accidental that this sequence was reserved for the climax of the film: Not only does it innately possess extreme shock value, but it is also presented to the audience as the "smoking gun" (no pun intended) in the argument for a gunman in front of the limousine (paralleling the 1975 Goodnight America program), this being the primary physical justification in support of conspiracy conjectures. Figure 5 shows Zapruder Frames Z313-Z316, which Alvarez [10] considered this problem based upon simple idealized energy and momentum conservation arguments, along with simple experiments involving tapewrapped melons as proxies for live human heads; subsequent experiments have repeated Alvarez's results using more realistic proxies [11, 12, 13] . In this paper, the backward movement is reexamined theoretically in more detail. Like the current author, Prof. Alvarez did not take pleasure in having to delve into this subject matter, but was "convinced that the conclusions. . . are important" and thus strove to "make the text as free from emotional content as possible." With that said, Prof. Alvarez realized that "the President's head did not fall back, but was driven back by some real force" [emphasis his]. Alvarez estimated that the recoil would be about twice the initial velocity brought about by the collision. He was cautious about the magnitude, but more emphatic about the direction, and modestly deferred the details of the KE transfer mechanism to "someone more knowledgeable in the theory of fluid mechanics." However, he had already intuited the basic idea, namely that the "conical shape of the interaction zone is the key to the non-negligible efficiency of energy transfer."
Recoil effect
Energy transfer mechanisms
Although the phenomenon of a high-energy projectile passing through a heterogenous body (e.g., a human head composed of hard and soft tissue) falls squarely within the realm of classical Newtonian mechanics, it is nevertheless something not readily observed in everyday experience, and thus not immediately intuitive to the average lay person. Indeed, it is often the case that scientific descriptions of nature are counter-intuitive and can run contrary to common sense [e.g., 51, pp. xi-xii, 1-2]. However, the development of high-speed cameras has gone a long way toward facilitating observation and physical understanding of gunshot wound ballistics.
As pointed out by Alvarez [10] , the collision between a high-speed projectile and a human body target is inelastic, with much of the incoming KE going toward "heating" the target. However, the "heating" in question consists primarily in perturbing and deforming the target. In the case of a Newtonian fluid, the stresses imposed by such perturbations under high Reynolds number conditions (i.e., Re ≈ (5 × 10 6 )) leads to the development of a separated flow field and rotational flow features in the form of random eddies (i.e., turbulence) that carry energy and momentum away from their origin. In the case of soft tissue (as opposed to a purely Newtonian fluid such as water), an analogous phenomenon is manifested in what is called temporary cavitation [14, 15, 16, 34, 36, 37, 49] , namely the temporary development of a near-vacuum in the wake of the bullet that is rapidly closed via the pressure gradient and elasticity in the tissue [14, 15, 18, 49] , resulting in restoring forces that can lead to additional violent undulations before the material fully returns to equilibrium [14, 15] .
The temporary cavitation effect leads to an expanding "interaction zone" and can deliver devastating damage to the tissues of a human target, especially less-elastic organs such as the brain [15, 49] . Tragically this is observed in the Zapruder Film.
Here the large wound inflicted on the President's head was not a bullet exit wound, but rather the region of maximum temporary cavitation associated with KE transfer [16, 49] . This KE deposit propagated radially outward in the form of an expanding pressure wave [14, 15] resulting in a rupture and explosion of the skull. Restoring force undulations are also (gruesomely) apparent in the Zapruder Film as brain tissue pulsing and dripping out of the wound in frames Z323-Z330 (not shown here), and
Mr. Zapruder himself observed this while filming, as he would later testify to the WC "then I saw his head opened up and the blood and everything came out. . . "
However, all this said, note well that because such explosions are not necessarily the bullet outshoots, the momentum directly carried forward by a given bullet during passage may not be the primary player in a recoil effect.
Model
Thus, in this paper a different method is sought. Rather than attempting to demonstrate or prove the general hypothetical question of whether or not high-speed
projectile impacts on head cavities can lead to recoil effects (which Prof. Alvarez and others have demonstrated in the affirmative), one only needs to consider the physics of this particular special case. The objective here is simply to explain the observed behavior in the Zapruder Film, treating it as a case study.
In Z313-Z316 ( Figure 5 ) an expulsion of mass (i.e., the "jet") is observed resulting from an explosion caused in the wake of a high-speed projectile passage. Although the explosion emanates over a range of angles within a roughly conical cloud, the explosion of mass nevertheless is observed to escape from the single large wound on the right front of the President's head (described in the Autopsy Report [3, p. 540] and in Lattimer et al. [12] ). Note that this is not a universal occurrence-depending on the firearm, bullet, target, entry and exit locations, etc., different "explosions" can result. 8 But in this case a directional expulsion of mass is observed in the Zapruder Film. It is this escape of the explosion from one end of the cavity, but not the other, that creates a directional component to the mass expulsion, and thus a "jet." In the author's study of the high resolution digital frames, it was noticed that there were particles that maintained their size and shape over adjacent frames, unlike the rest of the material in the cloud. It was subsequently realized that these were in fact solid skull fragments within a cloud of non-solid tissue, and the author has since learned that previous investigators had already ascertained this [7, 12, 52] . But here it is noted that because these solid particles hold together in flight, they can effectively act as tracers, whereby one may estimate the velocity of the ejected mass within the explosion (assuming they travel at the same velocity as the rest of the bulk material).
Shown in Figure 5 are annotations pointing out the locations of 3 such tracer fragments that were sufficiently large enough for the author to identify. Two of these three particles appear in at least two frames, and they appear as double or even quadruple images, this probably resulting from a rapid rotation of the particles [7, 12, 52] with a frequency of 1-2 complete rotations during the course of the shutter exposure. As the skull fragments rotated along their longitudinal axes, they aligned such that the flat sides were perpendicular to the camera FOV. Because they are solid, they hold together during flight, which along with the rotation, facilitates tracking of these pieces as projectiles on the images. 8 One may witness this in high-speed camera footage, for example those presented in the 2008 Discovery Channel program "JFK: Inside the Target Car," as well in other documentaries. High-speed camera frames from a Carcano bullet are also shown in [16, pp. 163-164] , where a complete near-isotropic rupture of the skull is evident.
It is thus from these tracer particles that one has sufficient information in hand whereby the classical equation for rocket motion may be applied. To create thrust, the engine of a rocket (or generically, a jet propulsion vehicle) jettisons mass with a velocity (typically propellant exhaust via combustion, but any mass ejection would also qualify, including the jettisoning of stages in a multistage rocket) in a direction opposite the direction of travel. This is the result of momentum conservation for the system, involving vehicle and exhaust, for which it can be shown that [e.g., 53, pp. 88-89]
where is the velocity of the exhaust in the moving vehicle frame, defined here as positive along + (left to right relative to the camera FOV), 0 is the starting total mass of the system (vehicle plus propellant) and is the propellant mass. Thus it is seen that the thrust is dependent on both the mass and velocity at which the propellant is expelled.
Regarding the current application, while the exact mass of the exhaust "jet" is not known, one may estimate it to be on the order of 20 ± 10% of the total brain mass. 9 However, unlike a typical rocket vehicle, the jet under consideration was not constrained along a tube to exit mostly along a single vectorial direction, but rather 
where is the mean relative elevation angle and is the mean relative azimuth angle, measured clockwise from around the local zenith, , of the spray CM.
Assuming ≈ 0 • , one may then estimate the maximum velocity of the spray's CM by examining the tracers identified in Figure 5 . The -component of this would then constitute the jet exhaust speed in (27) , which from Eq. (28) one then has =̇cos( ) . (29) Figure 6 . Graphs of the approximate locations of solid particles observed in the Zapruder Film: (a) particle locations by frame indicated by different colored circles, and (b) multi-frame locations of 3 individual particles (distinguished by color), with the approximate "origins" indicated in red circles, and dashed gray lines indicating approximate ballistic trajectories (neglecting air resistance) for the estimated angles and particle speeds.
Using the "head snap" estimate of 2.3 inches, and assuming that the particle positions fall roughly within a plane orthogonal to the camera's FOV, the author was to able perform a rough conversion of image pixels to centimeters and thus grid the approximate locations of the particles. Shown in Figure 6 are Cartesian plots charting the locations and movement of the particles-the lefthand plot shows the particles for each frame and the righthand plot shows the frame-to-frame motion of individual particles. Particle 1 is not readily visible over two frames and the time interval between impact and Z313 is not perfectly known (as discussed in Section 2.1.3);
thus, this particle is not used for estimating the explosion speed, but will be returned to below. However, Particles 2 and 3 span multiple frames, Z313-Z314 and Z314-Z315, respectively, and thus the shutter frequency provides the time interval.
From the multi-frame points plotted in Figure 6b , the velocity of the particles may be estimated from two successive frames as = ∕ = , where is the slant path of the particle trajectory computed as = √ 2 + 2 . From this crude approach, speeds for Particles 2 and 3 identified in Figure 6b are estimated as ≈ 3000 and 1400 cm∕s (≈67 and 32 mph, respectively). Figure 6b shows estimated ballistic trajectories neglecting air resistance based upon these estimated speeds and trajectory angles, which although not perfectly matched (due to neglecting drag), nevertheless illustrate that the particles roughly follow ballistic trajectories. The estimate for Particle 2 is smaller than, but reasonably close to, the estimate obtained by the Itek Corporation for the HSCA, which was ≈80 mph (≈3600 cm∕s) [52, p. 62 ], [7, p. 333 ]. The slower speed estimates obtained empirically by the author may be attributed to the fact that they were obtained from Z313-Z314 (Particle 2) and Z314-Z315 (Particle 3), whereby air resistance had already damped their speed, and in the case of Particle 3 the explosive KE from the wound had already partially dissipated.
However, these empirical velocity estimates for the spray (or jet) may be theoretically arrived at by revisiting the conservation of energy for the system
where is the KE loss of the bullet during passage through the target (the target here being the brain), is the energy imparted to the target, and 1 , 2 are entry and exit times of the bullet as expressed in Eq. (2). The resulting KE of the system of particles comprising the target can be separated into two parts: (1) the KE of individual particles relative to the CM frame, and (2) the KE of the CM relative to an inertial frame. This is expressed as [e.g., 55, pp. 109-110]
where is the total brain mass, and ̇a nd ̇are velocities of the brain CM and individual particles relative to the CM, respectively. The second term on the right is equivalent to the KE associated with the soft-tissue impulse contributing to the observed forward head-snap (which shall be denoted ) and has been calculated in Section 2.1. The first term, on the other hand, is associated with "heating" (viz., inelastic disruption and deformation) of the target, a part of which goes toward the momentum of the spray that erupts from the cavity. If one defines a mean-square speed of the particles (relative to the CM), ̇2, Eq. (31) may be simplified as followṡ
which when substituted back into Eq. (30) leaveṡ
One may thus use Eq. (32) to estimate ̇≈̇≡ given values of and (as calculated in Section 2.1.3), and an estimate of the brain mass,
. Although the autopsy reported the brain mass to be 1500 g, this number will be too small due to the loss of tissue, blood and fluid from the gunshot wound. Given the assumed brain loss for the jet spray of 20 ± 10% (as discussed in Footnote 9), the living brain mass before wounding is taken to be 40% more than the autopsy-measured value, thus ≈ 2100 g. From these parameters, the theoretical spray speed is subsequently calculated to be in the range of ≈3200-3500 cm∕s (depending on the assumed exit wound diameter), which are in general agreement with the observed values from the Zapruder Film, thus lending confidence to these estimates. It may also be noted that although these particle exit speeds appear "fast" by everyday experience, they are significantly slower than the projectile depositing the energy; thus the explosion lags the projectile impulse [50, p. 173 ].
Returning to the application of Eqs. (27) and (29), although one has reasonable ranges for the mass and mean angle of the jet spray, that is ≈ (0. 
Results and discussion
The first most noticeable feature are the signs of the calculated Δ , these all being negative, which indicates deceleration (acceleration in the negative -direction). Thus it is noted that the required magnitude of the recoil displacement between Z313 (during a forward head-snap) and Z314 is |Δ | ≈ 3 inches (≈2.3 in to counter the existing forward motion, plus an additional ≈0.6 in) is of the same order of magnitude of values shown in Figure 7 , and well encompassed within the ranges. Generally these results tend to suggest the following: (1) there was an oblique mean elevation angle of the spray (i.e., ≳ 40 • ), which is visually the case in the Zapruder Film;
and (2) although the total loss of brain mass may have been greater, the mass of the actual spray (or jet) contributing to the recoil was plausibly in the range of ≈20% (420 g) as assumed, this being somewhat less than the 10% total-head mass assumed by Alvarez [10] ).
Attention may be turned back to Particles 1 and 2 identified in Figures 5 and 6 . Given the estimated speeds of the exhaust spray, along with the estimated path lengths in Z313, one may obtain an independent estimate the actual moment of bullet impact between Z312 and Z313 from = ∕ ; as elsewhere in this paper, this may be expressed in terms of a fraction of the Zapruder camera shutter speed, Δ ZF , simply by multiplying by the shutter frequency . For the spray speeds shown in Figure 7 (i.e., = 3000-3600 cm∕s, the projectile impact before Z313 is estimated to occur a fraction of a shutter cycle, ≈ 0.7 ±0.1. If one includes an estimate for the time lag of the cavitation pulse (e.g., 0.005-0.01 s) [7, p. 213 ], then the estimated impact time fraction increases to ≈ 0.85 ± 0.15. These values for impact time agree reasonably with those required for a ≈1.5-2.0 inch (4-5 cm) head snap from the projectile impulse given in Table 3 . Note these values were arrived at through completely independent means, one via the explicit impulse force calculations detailed in Section 2.1, the other via estimation of the exhaust speed of the jet from the head explosion. Finally, from these values, one may estimate the location of the Carcano bullet at Z312 (given its impact speed, 1 ) as approximately 1 ⋅ [(1 − ) Δ ZF ]. For the range of , the bullet would thus have been within 12 m of the President at Z312 (or within 9 m when taking into account the cavitation delay); thus it is possible that the bullet was just outside or even within the camera FOV at Z312.
As a final note, all these calculations have treated the head as a ballistic pendulum [10] . In the absence of other forces, the President's head would have ultimately stopped its forward motion simply because of its anchor to the remainder of the body before finally going limp. But even assuming this damping effect was also at play, to re-quote [10] , "the President's head did not fall back, but was driven back by some real force," and without this real force the President would have simply succumbed to gravity and fallen forward or sideways in the seat; thus damping by itself cannot explain the "rearward lurch." And even assuming it was at least partially at play, there is still room to accommodate a partial slow-down of the forward head-snap due to a damping effect in the range of calculated recoil magnitudes in Figure 7 (especially for the smaller assumed jet masses and velocities or the larger ).
Thus, the "laws of physics" (specifically, conservation of energy and momentum) affirm that a recoil effect (or jet effect) is consistent with the specific circumstances of President Kennedy's head wound as observed in the Zapruder Film. The observed recoil was the result of a directional explosion of mass caused by the KE deposit of a high-speed projectile, and this initiated the tragic final backward lurch of the President. But is this the complete story? This question is explored briefly in the next subsection.
Neuromuscular effect
Those familiar with the various details of the Kennedy Assassination may already be aware of another alternative explanation for the "rearward lurch" seen in the Zapruder Film, namely the "neuromuscular reaction" hypothesis [50, p. 174 ], [6, p. 314 ]. Admittedly, the author at one time was dubious about this explanation as it seemed to be speculative without any solid scientific footing. But it turns out there are reasonable physiological arguments that indicate a biological effect was also at play. Neuromuscular spasms are known to result from traumatic brain injury [11] , and such reactions have been observed in laboratory experiments on goats as well in military combat [16] . One plausible explanation is a stretching of the spinal cord caused by shear forces arising from the massive agitation of the brain (as discussed in From these latter two plots one may more carefully (and quantitatively) observe the kinematics. In Figure 8b the velocity imposed by the impulse stands out as a 1-frame positive spike at Z313 of +2.2 in (+5.5 cm) that is immediately followed by an immediate reversal to −0.6 in (−1.6 cm). This backward motion gradually increases to a negative peak of greater magnitude, that eventually succumbs to a sustained forward velocity. The latter forward motion is associated with the President going limp and slumping over, but in the rearward motion one may already discern two distinct peaks. Thus attention is directed to the third plot ( Figure 8c) where significant accelerations of the President's head are readily seen, these being indicative of external forces. A number of anomalous accelerations are evident, The rightmost -axis shows approximate elapsed time in seconds, and the top -axis shows distances in centimeters. Data points are linearly connected by dotted lines in (b) and (c) to assist with pattern recognition, but do not accurately represent non-linear high-speed changes between data points, especially the impulse and recoil spikes. Note that there was no data point at Z318 due to blurring of the frame from camera jiggle. the first being the initial collision impulse (between Z312 and Z313) followed immediately by the recoil (between Z313 and Z314). Here the absolute magnitude of the recoil force is seen to be about 50% larger than the impulse force, this being required for the deceleration of the forward head-snap and initiating the "rearward lurch." However, like the impulse acceleration, this initial rearward acceleration lasts only one frame, returning to a near-equilibrium state of near-zero acceleration for one frame before a distinct second rearward acceleration is evident, albeit this one slower (increasing over two frames instead of one) and obviously delayed. Therefore it is seen that the so-called "rearward lurch" was in fact caused by two distinct forces, not simply one. There is simply no other plausible explanation for the delayed secondary acceleration than that of a neurological muscular response. This statement is supported by the fact that in the Zapruder Film frames (Figure 5 ), the initial acceleration (the recoil effect) is observed on the head only (Z313-Z315), whereas the latter acceleration, beginning around Z317 and peaking at Z318 (these being ≈5-6 frames following Z312, which is consistent with a nervous system response), is observed to originate from the President's torso [52, p. 80 ], [7, pp. 338 , 343] (i.e., it is his entire upper body that is seen to be propelled backward relative to the limo seat). The only mechanism that could cause the President's upper torso to torque backward in the seat (but not the other limo occupants) would be a real force directly applied to his upper torso, not his head. A force applied only to the head would simply cause the head CM to pivot on the neck as did the initial projectile impulse at Z313.
The only plausible forcing mechanism available to the upper torso as seen in the film would be a contraction of the President's own torso muscles. In discussing this it should be also recognized that President Kennedy wore a lower back brace, so a brief contraction of the lower back muscles would not visibly arch his back. The Zapruder Film thus corroborates that another delayed (5-6 frame) forcing mechanism was at play (in addition to the projectile collision impulse and head cavity recoil), and a neuromuscular spasm is the only physically plausible mechanism known to this author.
A near-simultaneous shot from the front?
From reasoning similar to that presented in Section 2.1, many have argued over the intervening decades that the rearward lurch (or "back and to the left" motion) of President Kennedy shortly after the fatal impact at Z313 "proved" an impact from the front [e.g., 7, 8, 9, 56, 57, 58] , possibly even as a second near-simultaneous shot [9, pp. 94-95] . Any conclusive proof of a shot from the front would ergo be proof-positive of the existence of a conspiracy. Would a rifle shot from the front explain the rearward lurch?
The short answer to this question is "no" because there was no cratered exit wound on the left and/or rear side of the President's skull [50, p. 174] , nor were there any bullet fragments recovered from such a shot [38] ; this rules out a high-speed, fullmetal jacketed round, as such rounds would pass through the target. But additionally, it must be recalled that the "forward snap" observed at Z313 is unequivocally the result of a shot from the rear (as painstakingly demonstrated in §2.1), and this occurs before the rearward lurch. Thus, even if one allows the possibility of a shot from the front, it must be conceded that any such hypothetical shot was, without question, first preceded by a shot from the rear. The implication of this proposition is that the shot from the front would then have entered an already-shattered skull 10 as observed in Z313. It should now be clear to the reader that, from Eq. (2), it is precisely the collision and drag forces acting upon a projectile that impart an impulse force and acceleration on the target (indeed, this is how momentum is conserved), and these forces are directly proportional to projectile's presented area, . Thus, a hypothetical full-metal jacketed round entering a shattered skull from the front would not impart a detectable impulse 11 -it would simply pass through with little change in momentum, much like the shot that wounded the President in the lower neck.
But what about hollow-point, soft-point or frangible bullets? Again, the short answer would be "no" given that such fragments were never seen nor recovered [13, 38] , as conservation of mass would require. But furthermore, from the wound ballistics perspective of this paper, it must be noted that there was not an observed second explosion of the head in Z314 or beyond, this being the attendant indicator of deformation (or "heating") in brain tissue arising from a large loss in KE (Figure 4c ) associated with the increased drag of a deformed bullet. For this reason, one may also rule out deforming bullets, as these are designed precisely for causing maximum energy transfer and damage to the target 12 [14] . And given the observed expulsion of mass in Z313-Z316 ( Figure 5 ), conservation of momentum in the form of Eq. (27) already predicts a rearward recoil of the head cavity (of the same general magnitudes as that observed) in the absence of any frontal impulse.
Discussion and conclusions
This paper has presented a unique quantitative scientific analysis of gunshot wound dynamics observed in the Zapruder Film of the Kennedy Assassination. Based on known parameters of the crime scene, theoretical model calculations were performed for an idealized high-energy spherical projectile possessing the mass and speed (assuming air resistance over the 81 m distance between the muzzle and target; cf. Figure 1 and 2.1.2) of a Carcano military rifle bullet. The model projectile collides with and passes through a target that takes into account the cumulative 10 This was a hypothesis proposed by Dr. Cyril Wecht [4, 16, 50] , a generally well-respected forensic pathologist who served on the HSCA. 11 The author repeated impulse calculations for a "near-simultaneous shot" from the front assuming a full-metal jacketed round entering through the head wound. Summarizing, assuming an impact speed of 65,800 cm∕s (the Carcano muzzle speed without air resistance), the estimated exit speed would be ≈57,000 cm∕s, and the estimated head snap Δ brought on by the impulse forces would be 0.4 in per Zapruder Frame; thus it would take a full 5-6 Zapruder Frames simply to stop the observed 2.2-2.3 inch (≈6 cm) forward "head snap" occurring within a fraction of 1 frame between Z312-Z313, with no retrograde motion whatsoever. 12 Anatomical modeling [15] reenactments of the Dallas crime-scene presented in the 2008 Discovery Channel program "JFK: Inside the Target Car" show a "complete obliteration" of the target (i.e., extreme damage to the test dummy head, far exceeding that observed in Dallas) resulting from a high-powered hollow-point round.
resistances presented by skull (cortical bone) and soft tissue (brain). The projectile deforms during target passage (initiated by the rigid skull collision), then deposits the majority of its KE to the target, a part of which is consumed toward imparting an instantaneous impulse force that propels the target forward by ≈2 inches (≈5 cm) during the course of one shutter cycle (i.e., with a speed of ≈+2 in/frame), the exact magnitude depending upon uncertainties in parameters such as the projectile deformation and impact time. The remainder of the KE goes toward "heating" (i.e., deforming and disrupting) the target soft tissue. The actual transfer of energy is known to occur through temporary cavitation, which increases the interaction region via a separated flow field, outward propagating pressure wave and restoring force undulations. In the Zapruder Film, the skull is observed to rupture (as a result of the temporary cavitation pressure) with a significant quantity of mass being propelled forward and upward from a single large opening on the mid-front right of the President's head. The observed wound location roughly lags the computed location of maximum KE transfer, and a theoretical explosive "jet" exhaust speed was found to be of the same magnitude as that observed in the film. The delayed observed forward momentum of this jet (or spray) of material, occurring well after the projectile had passed, was then quantitatively shown to be associated with a short-lived recoil effect that imparted a backward change in velocity (i.e., deceleration) on the President's head from the initial ≈+2 in/frame forward head snap to ≈0 to −3 in/frame (≈0 to −8 cm/frame) over the following shutter cycle (again depending upon uncertainties in parameters). Finally, it was shown that a second delayed backward acceleration (delayed relative to the impulse and recoil, but still rapid by everyday experience) is detectable in data published previously by [9] , and this acceleration occurs on the President's entire upper body (not just his head). The most plausible forcing mechanism for this second distinct backward acceleration (i.e., one that would act on the body's CM and is consistent with the observed time scale) would be a nervous system reaction to massive brain injury as proposed by earlier investigators [50] . This neuromuscular effect causes the large torso muscles to undergo a delayed involuntary contraction, straightening the torso and thus torquing the entire upper body backward from its seated posture. From the foregoing modeling calculations and observations of the Zapruder Film it was thus quantitatively shown that the President's reactions just after the projectile impact were physically consistent with a gunshot wound caused by a high-energy Carcano military rifle bullet fired from the vicinity of the TSBD.
In criminal homicide cases, establishment of facts is critical to establish causes, reconstruct the crime and properly assign guilt (or innocence). In the case of the "Crime of the Twentieth Century," such a task is obviously of even greater importance given the historical dimension and relevance. Noted homicide prosecutor and Kennedy assassination expert Vincent Bugliosi had suggested that the conclusions of the WC would be wholly deducible had the Zapruder Film never existed (i.e., from the autopsy and other forensic evidence), and thus he cautioned his readers not to make too much out of it [4, pp. 450-451, 464-466] . While he may indeed have been correct that the film was not necessary to solve the crime (and get a guilty verdict), it nevertheless is the case that the film provides remotely sensed optical data amenable to gunshot wound ballistic analysis. Although the "largedefect" wound location and forward expulsion of mass seen in Z313 are suggestive of a through-and-through trajectory from the rear, the recoil and neuromuscular effects in and of themselves do not identify the origin of the shot-the recoil was the result of the observed explosion in the wake of the projectile and the neuromuscular reaction could occur from any brain injury of that magnitude regardless of the projectile's origin. However, these are indirect effects of the projectile-target interaction that quantitatively explain the delayed "back and to the left" motion observed in the Zapruder Film. On the other hand, the implications of the instantaneous impulse brought on by the high-speed projectile collision and passage through the target may be logically summarized as follows. If  denotes "collision impulse in ± direction" (i.e., cause) and  denotes "instantaneous change in target momentum in ± direction" (i.e., effect), where the "target" here is President Kennedy's head, then from physical reasoning the following logical statement holds
 is observed to be true in the Zapruder Film for the + (left to right down Elm Street) direction, which is consistent with statement (33) for the observed forward impulse. But if an equivalent statement is attempted for the hypothetical case occurring in the opposite − direction (i.e., originating from a shot to the front of the limousine), from the Zapruder Film  is false for reasons explained in Section 2.2. Thus, from the tautological expression
a frontal impact at Z313 is physically ruled out. Of course, the validity of statement (34) does not rule out conjectured missed shots (although no physical evidence was ever recovered for any such shots), nor does it pinpoint the exact origin of the shot that hit (e.g., the TSBD as opposed to another nearby building). But the modeling study (and underlying dynamics and conservation laws) presented in this paper, in corroboration of the autopsy findings [25] , do imply that President Kennedy was not hit by a hypothesized gunshot from the front. The conclusion is an important one given that the hypothesized existence of a shooter in front of the limousine (viz., on the Grassy Knoll) has been the primary physical foundation for virtually all conspiracy conjectures to date on the topic. 13 As a parting note, while the simple one- 13 It is recognized, however, that the physical implications of this paper do not rule out the possibility of a conspiracy, either in the form of (1) active participants firing and missing (e.g., as proposed by the HSCA), or, more plausibly (and perniciously), (2) like-minded associates indirectly aiding and abetting the assassin.
dimensional physical models presented in this paper were derived for application to a special case study (viz., the Kennedy Assassination), the underlying physical principles provide an approximate quantitative description of the interaction between a high-speed projectile (slowed by an intervening atmosphere) and a heterogenous body comprised of bone and visco-elastic tissue (viz., the human head), and may also form a basic conceptual basis for understanding the wounding mechanisms involved in such interactions. 
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